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Natural scenes contain hidden regions, or occlusions,
that differ in the two eyes, resulting in monocular
regions that can only be seen by one eye. Such
monocular regions appear to not be suppressed but
seem to be integrated into the scene percept. Here we
explore how the two eyes’ views are combined to
represent a scene that contains monocular regions,
partially hidden behind a foreground occluding ‘‘fence.’’
We measured performance in a density/numerosity
discrimination task for scenes containing differing
amounts of binocular and monocular information. We
find that information from a number of separate
monocular regions can be integrated into our overall
percept of dot density/numerosity, although different
observers use different strategies. If, however, both
monocular and binocular information is present,
observers appear to ignore the purely monocular
regions, relying solely on the binocular information when
making density/numerosity judgments. Our work
suggests that binocular regions are favored over
monocular regions, such that information from
monocular regions is effectively ignored when binocular
regions are present in a scene.
Introduction
The human visual system receives input from two
forward-facing eyes that deliver signiﬁcant overlap. A
possible reason for this arrangement is to allow more of
our cluttered world to be visible (Changizi & Shimojo,
2008). While this might have increased survival chances
for our ancestors, this is still relevant today. When
picking berries, there is a distinct beneﬁt (less time
spent near mosquitos) in detecting ripe berries quickly.
Most of the time the berries are not in plain view but
are partially ‘‘hidden’’ behind leaves and parts of the
shrubs. As we will describe below, more of the berries
are potentially visible if information from both eyes is
used.
Under some circumstances, we know that the visual
system is able to ﬁll in information about a region that
is not accessible, by interpolating information about
the surface around that region (Durgin, Tripathy, &
Levi, 1995). This is used to make an educated guess
about what the inaccessible region is most likely to
contain. Even though we have no visual input as to
what these occluded regions contain, we perceive a
coherent, complete object. This process is called
amodal completion (Michotte, Thine`s, Costall, &
Butterworth, 1991; for a review see Sekuler & Murray,
2001).
Amodal completion of objects can slow performance
during visual search tasks (e.g., He & Nakayama, 1992)
and stereoacuity discrimination (e.g., Hou, Lu, Zhou,
& Liu, 2006). It can improve texture segmentation (e.g.,
He & Nakayama, 1994) and pattern discrimination
(e.g., Gold, Murray, Bennett, & Sekuler, 2000), and
amodally completed objects can cause adaption (e.g.,
Fang & He, 2005). But, more importantly for the
question of how information from monocular regions
might be perceived, amodal completion highlights that
there can be a marked dissociation between what is
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present in the retinal images and the percept we form
based on this visual input.
Despite a wealth of literature on the effects of
occlusion, almost all have considered it to be a 2D
problem. In natural occlusion situations, however,
occluded and occluding objects are often at different
depths with respect to the observer. This results in
differential occlusion between right and left eye (also
referred to as da Vinci stereopsis, see e.g., Nakayama &
Shimojo, 1990; or Harris & Wilcox, 2009 for a review).
When one object occludes another, the foreground
object lies closer than the background such that
different parts of the background are occluded to the
left and right eyes, respectively. This can be demon-
strated by holding up a hand in front of the eyes and
closing one eye. The viewing eye sees predominantly the
hand, a region of the background is partly hidden, or
occluded, by the hand. Through the other eye, one can
see the hand, but also a different region of the
background. This geometric conﬁguration is illustrated
in Figure 1a, which shows a pair of eyes, a foreground
occluding object, and a background (viewed from
above). The blue dotted line on the ﬁgure shows what
regions of the background are visible to only the right
eye: note the monocular zone to the right of the
occluder that is only visible to this eye. The red line
shows what parts of the background are only visible to
the left eye. Most studies of amodal completion have
used stimuli where the two eyes viewed identical scenes.
As Figure 1a shows, this is not common under natural
binocular viewing conditions. A very few studies have
explored conditions like these. When the two eyes views
are slightly different, consistent with a natural scene,
amodal completion appears to be faster than when the
two eyes views are identical (Bruno, Bertamini, &
Domini, 1997). Further, it has been suggested that the
perceived depth of background regions may be driven
by amodal completion of monocular regions (Grove,
Sachtler, & Gillam, 2006).
The existence of speciﬁcally monocularly occluded
regions, at object boundaries, has been known about
since Leonardo da Vinci (see Howard, 2012). More
recently, it has been suggested that monocular regions
themselves might provide a source of information
about the depth between objects. This was coined ‘‘da
Vinci stereopsis’’ by Nakayama & Shimojo (1990), who
studied depth perception from monocular regions in
detail (see also for example Gillam & Borsting, 1988;
von Szily, 1921 [trans. by Ehrenstein & Gillam, 1998];
and for a recent review Harris & Wilcox, 2009). How
the visual information contained within each monoc-
ular zone is represented has been much less explored.
Our aim here was to explicitly test how the visual
system represents information in regions only visible to
one eye. To do so we chose two experiments studying
two types of occlusion geometries—one in which both
monocular and binocular information was visible in a
stimulus and the more extreme case in which only
monocular information was visible.
Such an extreme occlusion situation occurs when a
regular series of foreground objects (like a picket fence)
causes all the visible parts of a background object to
occur in monocular regions (Figure 1b). In this case the
two eyes’ views of the background scene are completely
different. Notice how alternate regions of background
are visible to just the left eye (red lines), or to just the
right eye (blue lines). This viewing situation is akin to
the more general phenomenon of binocular rivalry
(e.g., Alais, O’Shea, Mesana-Alais, & Wilson, 2000;
Blake, Lee, & Heeger, 2009; Blake & Logothetis, 2002).
Rivalry occurs if the two eyes view totally different
items, the resulting rivalrous percept switches between
two different percepts. Yet for monocular regions like
those in Figures 1a and 1b, rivalry typically does not
Figure 1. (a) Plan view of the eyes, an occluding object, and a background. Notice that there are regions of the background that only
one eye can see. (b) Plan view of the arrangement first studied by Forte et al. (2002), showing the left and right eyes, a foreground
occluding ‘‘fence’’ and background. Red lines show how the left eye sees only alternate strips of background and blue lines show how
the right eye sees the other half of the background. The only binocularly visible regions in this display are the occluders in front of the
background. (c) Plan view of the arrangement used in Experiment 2. Compared to the setup in (b), the occluders are moved closer to
the background, thus leading to both monocular and binocular regions of the background being visible.
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occur (Forte, Peirce, & Lennie, 2002; Marlow, 2012).
One study has demonstrated this by measuring contrast
sensitivity when the two eyes view image patches
containing different visual information. If the regions
are surrounded by a binocularly visible contour,
contrast thresholds within the patch are similar for
each eye, suggesting that there is no suppression of one
eye’s view (Su, He, & Ooi, 2009). But, in that study,
suppression did occur when the visible contour was
removed. The question of how visual information is
combined, or completed, across such regions has not
been previously addressed.
We asked observers to decide whether a scene
contained more elements than a comparison scene, and
will refer to this as density/numerosity discrimination.
There is a debate over whether this kind of task
depends critically on the representation of density or of
number (e.g., Burr & Ross, 2008; Durgin, 1995;
Durgin, 2008; Sophian & Chu, 2008) or whether they
are different at all (Dakin et al., 2011). We are agnostic
over this issue; here, we simply chose the task for two
reasons. First, because it requires integration of the
available visual information across the whole scene.
The second reason for choosing this task was that it has
been suggested that density discrimination is repre-
sented at a level of processing where information has
already been integrated between the two eyes (e.g.,
Durgin, 2001) while neuroimaging studies suggest that
amodally completed objects may be represented very
early (as early as V1) during visual processing (e.g.,
Rauschenberger, Liu, Slotnick, & Yantis, 2006).
In Experiment 1 we asked whether information from
spatially distinct monocular regions was integrated
across the two eyes, when there was no binocular
information available. For this, we studied two extreme
but natural occlusion situations, one containing mon-
ocular regions (caused by vertical occluders, as in
Figure 1b), the other with binocular occlusions of parts
of the background (caused by horizontal occluders).
We compared density/numerosity discrimination for
three types of scene geometries: (a) a fully binocular
scene where observers viewed a pattern of dots on a
neutral gray background (Figure 2a); (b) a vertically
occluded scene (as used by Forte et al., 2002; Figure 1b)
in which each slice of background was only visible to
one eye, but if the two eyes’ views were combined all of
the background was visible behind a foreground
vertical slatted fence (Figure 2b); and (c) a horizontally
occluded scene, where observers viewed a pattern of
dots behind a foreground horizontally slatted fence
(Figure 2c). Here, the fence and dotted background
were both fully binocular, but half the dots were not
visible to either eye as they were occluded by the fence
in both eye’s views.
In Experiment 2 we asked whether information in
monocular regions is integrated with information in
adjacent binocular regions to form a global density/
numerosity percept. If the occluding fence in Figure 1b
is moved closer to the background plane, then both
monocular and binocular regions of the background
become visible (Figure 1c). We studied density/numer-
osity discrimination for such scenes, varying the





Stimuli were presented on an Iiyama 22in Vision-
Master-Pro monitor (resolution: 1280 · 1024 pixels,
refresh rate: 100Hz; Visionmaster Pro, Tokyo, Japan)
and viewed through a Modiﬁed Wheatstone Stereo-
scope. This was comprised of two sets of mirrors that
are placed between a monitor and an observer so two
images can be presented side by side on the screen, each
visible to only one eye. The mirrors were aligned
manually. The distance between the screen and the eyes
was 100 cm. The head position was stabilized using a
chin rest. Stimuli were generated and presented using
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and the Psy-
chophysics Toolbox 3 (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) on a
PC workstation.
Participants
Eight participants, students aged 20–29, completed
the study. All participants had normal or corrected to
normal vision and normal binocular vision (TNO
Stereo Test [Sussex Vision International, Rustington,
UK] and Snellen EyeChart [Omega Healthcare, Lon-
don, UK]). Participants were paid expenses for their
participation. The experiment was approved by the
University Teaching and Research Ethics Committee
(UTREC) of the University of St Andrews. All
participants gave written informed consent.
Stimuli
The baseline stimulus was a gray square of size 6.848
· 6.848 (luminance 32.47 cd/m2), upon which a random
pattern of black (luminance 0.01 cd/m2) and white
(luminance 66.54 cd/m2) dots, of size 4.11 · 4.11 min
arc, were superimposed. Half the dots were black, the
other half white. Each dot had its polarity assigned
randomly. Dot positions were also chosen randomly
but no two dots could be located in the same position.
The gray square was surrounded by a binary white
noise texture (the luminance of each pixel, 1.37 · 1.37
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min arc, was allocated randomly) that ﬁlled the
remainder of the screen. The ‘‘standard’’ stimulus
contained 80 dots (and was always an instance of the
binocular stimulus 1 described below), while the ‘‘test’’
stimulus contained 45, 53, 64, 69, 80, 93, 100, 120, or
140 dots. We will express the difference between
number of dots in the standard and test stimuli in terms
of the proportion difference between them. This is
deﬁned as the difference between test and standard
number, divided by the smaller of the two numbers
(e.g., Van Oeffelen & Vos, 1982). Expressed in this way,
we displayed a series of proportion differences of0.75,
0,5, 0.25,0.16, 0, 0.16, 0.25, 0.5, or 0.75.
We explored density/numerosity discrimination in
three different types of test stimuli:
 Fully binocular: Both eyes viewed an identical
pattern of dots (Figure 2a). The dots were located on
a background gray plane displayed at a disparity of
41 min arc with respect to the plane of the screen, this
corresponds to them being located 18.5 cm behind
the white noise surround, presented in the plane of
the screen.
 Vertically occluded: Observers viewed a foreground
‘‘fence’’ (binary white noise occluders, luminance:
34.80 cd/m2, strip size: 0.688 · 6.848), with strips of
background (width: 0.688, 41 min arc) only visible to
one eye, or the other (Figure 2b). This was achieved
by generating an identical background image for
each eye, then shifting each eye’s view of the
background pattern of dots by 20.5 min arc away
from the centre in opposite directions, to deliver a
relative disparity of 41 min arc. All the dots in the
background were visible, but all were visible to only
one eye.
 Horizontally occluded: Both eyes viewed an identical
pattern of random dots, half of which were hidden
behind horizontally oriented foreground occluders
(Figure 2c). The dots had a disparity of 41 min arc
between the two eyes’ views, the white noise surround
and occluders were at zero disparity. The ﬁve
horizontal occluders (binary white noise, as for
Figure 2. Cartoons of the stimuli used. (a) Fully binocular stimulus, (b) vertically occluded stimulus, (c) horizontally occluded stimulus,
and (d) exampled stimulus showing left and right eye views (left eye view on left side, right eye view on right side).
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surround luminance: 34.69 cd/m2) size: 6.848 · 0.688)
were spaced so that 41 min arc wide strips of the
background pattern were visible between them.
To explore whether observers used primarily one
eye, or the other, when viewing stimulus 2, we used
different dot densities in speciﬁc regions of the display
for all three stimuli. The background stimulus was
divided into ten 41 min arc wide vertical strips. Half of
the strips were assigned one-third of the dots; alternate
strips were assigned the remaining two-thirds of the
dots. For stimulus 2, this meant one eye was presented
with only the lower-density strips, the other with only
the higher-density strips. We presented the higher
density to the right eye on 50% of trials. If observers
used the eye with two-thirds of the dots and assumed
the density in the background to be constant, we would
expect the perceived density/numerosity of dots to be
larger than for stimulus 1. For stimuli 1 and 3 the
arrangement meant that the local density was different
in different locations. This manipulation did not affect
observers’ ability to perform the task. They did not
report a perceptual difference in the local densities.
Figure 2d shows the stimulus as presented on-screen.
Procedure and task
In a two-interval forced choice (2IFC) task, partic-
ipants were asked to indicate which of two intervals
contained the stimulus with more dots.
Two stimuli were presented in each trial. The
standard stimulus was always an instance of stimulus 1,
the test stimulus could be any of the three stimuli. This
delivered three conditions:
 Bin: Binocular—Binocular
 BinVer: Binocular—Vertically occluded (i.e., mon-
ocular regions)
 BinHor: Binocular—Horizontally occluded
Observers were presented with a ﬁxation cross for 1
s, followed by the ﬁrst stimulus interval (either test or
standard), which was displayed for 0.4 s, a second
ﬁxation cross (1 s), and the second stimulus interval
(0.4 s). Then a third ﬁxation cross appeared, and
stayed on the screen until participants made their
response. Participants completed a total of 1,350 trials
each (60 trials for each stimulus level for Bin and
BinVer, 30 trials for each stimulus level for BinHor).
Responses were given using one of two keys on a
standard computer keyboard. In pilot experiments we
found no difference in performance between 0.2 s
presentation times and 0.4 s presentation times, but
chose the longer presentation times because naive
observers reported feeling quite rushed for the shorter
presentation time.
Data analysis
We recorded the proportion of trials for which the
test intervals were perceived as containing more dots, as
a function of the proportion difference between test
and standard. Psychometric functions were ﬁtted with
Psigniﬁt 3.0 (Fru¨nd, Haenel, & Wichmann, 2011) and
had the general form:
Wðx; hÞ ¼ cþ ð1  c kÞFðx; hÞ ð1Þ
Where F is a sigmoid function, with a parameter vector
h¼ (a,b,c,k). Alpha and beta describe the inﬂection
point and the slope of the psychometric function, and
gamma and lambda are the guess and lapse rate,
respectively. Rather than constraining the possible
values by setting a desired range, we ‘‘regularized’’ the
parameters by applying so-called soft constraints. What
this does is make certain values (the values we assume
are most likely) more likely without imposing a stark
cutoff point for the less likely values. Regularizing
parameters has, in this context, the same effect as the
assumed prior distribution in a Bayesian framework.
For a a broad Gaussian distribution centered at 0 was
assumed. For b a Gamma distribution was assumed.
This means that the slope of the functions will be
positive. In our case it makes sense to assume this
because we expect participants to be more likely to
respond that the test interval contained more dots when
it actually contained more dots, and to respond that it
contained fewer dots when the standard was more
numerous.
Beta distributions were assumed for gamma and
lambda to avoid some lapse/guess rates having a
negative probability, a problem we would encounter
with a Gaussian distribution for the priors and without
having the steep cutoff we would encounter by using a
uniform distribution. Constrained maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) was used to estimate the four
parameters of the psychometric function. Conﬁdence
intervals were determined using a bias-corrected
accelerated bootstrap (BCa; Efron, 1987).
The point of subjective equality (PSE) of the ﬁtted
function was deﬁned as the proportion different that
corresponds to 50% ‘‘test . standard’’ responses.
Threshold was deﬁned as the proportion difference
between the 50% and 75% ‘‘test . standard’’ responses.
Threshold and PSE estimates were obtained using
constrained maximum likelihood estimation and the
ﬁtted functions resampled using the bootstrap method
to retrieve conﬁdence intervals for the estimates
(Wichmann & Hill, 2001). To compare the threshold
levels and PSEs between the different conditions, one-
way ANOVAs were performed on the values obtained
for thresholds and PSEs. The planned pairwise
comparisons were Sidak corrected (e.g., Miller, 1981).
The data of all participants were used for further
analyses. This means that, while there were individual
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differences in participant performance, we were not
preselecting for a speciﬁc behavior.
Results
One-way ANOVAs for the thresholds and PSEs
indicated that participants showed signiﬁcant differ-
ences in PSEs when comparing between the different
conditions, F(2, 21) ¼ 4.13, p ¼ 0.03. There was also a
signiﬁcant difference in sensitivity between the different
conditions, F(2, 21) ¼ 9.77, p , 0.01.
Effects of monocular occlusion
Our main purpose here was to test whether the
integration of information across several of these
regions was as precise as when the observer had a
binocular view.
Figure 3a shows example psychometric functions for
Bin and BinVer, for observer RP. Figure 3c shows
thresholds for all observers. The mean threshold for
Bin was 0.17, and for BinVer it was 0.31. However,
note the large overlap in the bootstrapped conﬁdence
intervals in Figure 3c for the two conditions, indicating
no signiﬁcant difference between thresholds in the two
conditions. Within individuals, only three observers
exhibited nonoverlapping conﬁdence intervals. Thus,
there is a clear (but nonsigniﬁcant) trend toward
thresholds being higher for BinVer.
Figure 3b shows points of subjective equality (PSEs)
from the psychometric functions. There was no overall
signiﬁcant difference between mean PSEs for the two
conditions (Bin: PSE ¼0.6; BinVer: PSE ¼ 0.18; p¼
0.14). However, Figure 3b demonstrates that there were
large individual differences: ﬁve participants delivered
strikingly different PSEs for the two conditions, with
biases in different directions depending on the indi-
vidual, and no overlap between conﬁdence intervals.
This suggests that different individuals integrate
information in monocular regions in a variety of ways.
What each might be doing will be discussed in detail
below.
Is there evidence for suppression?
The vertically occluded condition was designed to
deliver background dots to only one eye or the other,
yet be consistent with a real-world situation in which
the background was hidden behind a vertical slatted
fence, in a different depth plane. The issue of interest is
the extent to which the visual system can integrate
information from across such a series of monocular
regions. We tested for this by exploring any potential
biases in the psychometric function. For example, the
visual system might suppress one eye’s view. As
described in the methods section, one eye’s view
contained one-third of the dots the other, two-thirds.
Had suppression due to rivalry occurred, the lower-
density pattern would most likely have been suppressed
(see Blake, Westendorf, & Overton, 1980).
As a control measure, we therefore analyzed BinVer
separately for the situations when the higher density
had been presented to the right eye and vice versa. We
used the four parameters of the psychometric function
for a repeated measures ANOVA. The interaction of
the parameters with the eye of higher density were
nonsigniﬁcant, F(1.40, 19.66) ¼ 0.08, p¼ 0.86 (Green-
house-Geisser corrected). There was also no signiﬁcant
main effect for the presentation eye, F(1, 14)¼ 0.44, p¼
0.84. This suggests that, overall, observers do not use
the high or low density eye differentially.
However, as described above, there were large
individual differences. Almost all participants exhibited
behavior that could be considered consistent with
partially or fully ignoring one eye’s view (irrespective of
which eye is presented with the higher density) and
ﬁlling in the missing information. This is visualized in
Figure 4.
Figure 3. (a) Comparison of fitted sigmoids for stimuli 1 (black, dashed) and 2 (gray, solid) for participant RP. PSEs and thresholds of all
participants are compared in (b) and (c), respectively. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Unbiased performance (PSE of zero, when expressed
as proportion different) would suggest that participants
are using all the information present, across both eyes,
and seamlessly integrating that information. Three
observers exhibited this kind of behavior (AD, JS, and
RP; black solid line in Figure 4). All other observers
showed large biases.
There are several possible strategies to perform this
task if the response is biased. If only one eye were used
for viewing the vertically occluded stimulus, that eye
views 50% dots and 50% occluder. Observers might
respond purely to density, a behavior equivalent to
assuming that as many dots were hidden behind the
occluder as were visible, therefore assuming constant
density in the background plane. Alternatively, ob-
servers might respond only to the number of dots
visible, hence, with 50% hidden, they would respond as
if the stimulus contained half as many dots as the
binocular standard stimulus. Both of these strategies
are considered below.
If participants responded only to the eye with higher
density, and assumed the density of dots remained
constant in the now occluded regions, they would
overestimate the total number of dots by one-third.
This means a vertically occluded stimulus would appear
to contain approximately 107 dots compared with 80 in
the binocular standard stimulus. For the two stimulus
types to appear as if they contained the same number of
dots, we would have to show 53 dots in the vertically
occluded stimulus (i.e., one-third, or 27 fewer dots).
This overestimation would shift the PSE to 0.5 (red,
evenly dashed line in Figure 4). A bias of this
magnitude was obtained for participant SC.
If participants used only the eye with higher density,
and used only the visible dots, we would expect them to
underestimate the density/numerosity of dots in the
vertically occluded stimulus by one-third. If the two
stimuli each contained 80 dots, a vertically occluded
stimulus would appear to contain 53 dots. For the two
stimulus types to appear as if they contained the same
number of dots we would have to show 107 dots (i.e.,
one third, or 27 dots more) in the vertically occluded
stimulus. If this underestimation occurred, it would
shift the PSE to 0.33 (see blue, solid line, Figure 4). A
bias of this magnitude was obtained for participants
MS and FB (but see next paragraph below).
It is possible, though less likely, that the eye with
lower density might be exclusively used. Using only the
eye with lower density, and assuming constant density
across the entire stimulus, we would expect observers to
underestimate the density/numerosity of dots in BinVer
by one-third. Note, that this is the same underestima-
tion we would expect to see when using only the higher-
density eye’s view and only the visible dots. This
underestimation would shift the PSE to 0.33 (see blue,
solid line). Thus, using this analysis, we cannot
distinguish between participants who rely on the
higher-density eye and those who rely on the lower-
density eye.
The ﬁnal prediction of how observers could use one
eye’s view is also the most extreme: if they were to use
only the lower-density eye’s view and rely solely on the
visible dots, we would expect observers to underesti-
mate the density/numerosity of dots by two-thirds. This
means 80 dots would be perceived as 27 dots, and to
perceive 80 dots we would have to show 133 dots (two-
thirds, or 53 dots more), leading to an expected bias of
the PSE of 0.66 (green, unevenly dashed line).
Participants SR and TA fall close to this prediction.
In sum, observers appear to use idiosyncratic
strategies for ‘‘dot counting,’’ suggesting many of them
are not integrating information between the eyes, yet
they deliver rather similar thresholds.
More general effects of occluders
So far we have compared a fully binocular stimulus
with a vertically occluded one. This has not allowed us
to measure the more general effect of introducing
binocular occluders, which deliver spatially distinct
binocular regions. It is possible that the 2D geometry of
occluders could generate biases in the density/numer-
osity task. BinHor was designed to investigate this
issue. Just like BinVer, the background plane was
presented in spatially separated regions. Unlike in
BinVer, these regions were all binocularly visible and
only 50% of the background dots were visible through
the occluders. Once again, there is the possibility that
observers might respond to density (as if assuming half
Figure 4. Comparison between PSEs for condition BinVer for all
participants with predictions based on suppression of higher or
lower density/numerosity eye’s view. Error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals.
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the dots were hidden), or they may respond to only
those visible, in which case their responses will be
biased, delivering an underestimation (positive PSE of
0.5).
Figure 5 compares the results for Bin and BinHor.
Example psychometric functions are shown for one
observer (Figure 5a); summary data showing PSEs
(Figure 5b) and thresholds (Figure 5c) are shown for all
observers.
PSEs were consistently lower for the binocular
condition than the horizontal occlusion condition
stimuli (p ¼ 0.02, all differences between conditions
reported here were calculated after the ANOVA
described at the beginning of the results section; p-
values were Sidak corrected to account for multiple
comparisons). This demonstrates that the pattern
presented in BinHor appears as less dense than the
pattern presented in Bin. Note, however, that perfor-
mance is not consistent with the prediction that
observers count only visible dots (PSE¼0.5), except for
one observer, MS, who also exhibited this behavior in
BinVer, see Figure 4). While the average point
estimates of the threshold for the two conditions were
different (mean thresholds: Bin: 0.17 BinHor: 0.26; p¼
0.03), the bootstrapped conﬁdence intervals for the two
conditions overlap for all participants (see Figure 5c).
This indicates that the difference in sensitivity is not
robust when individual observer behavior is consid-
ered.
Discussion: Experiment 1
We have found that there is an effect of monocular
occlusion of background information on the way we
process the density of random dot displays (comparing
Bin and BinVer). However, this manipulation seems to
predominantly affect accuracy and not sensitivity.
When the stimulus is monocularly occluded, rather
than binocular, large individual differences in PSE
emerge, suggesting that individual’s binocular integra-
tion of information is affected in different ways by the
occlusion. Our vertically occluded stimuli delivered
different sections of the background plane to the two
eyes. We did not ﬁnd that this affected observer
sensitivity.
The biases in PSE suggest that binocular integration
may not occur for ﬁve out of eight observers, with their
behavior being consistent with using only information
from one eye’s view. However, three observers showed
no bias, suggesting full binocular integration. These
results therefore both compare and contrast with
previous literature. For example, Forte and colleagues
(2002) found that observers perceived a continuous
coherent background surface composed of ﬁltered
noise texture presented in monocular regions. Howev-
er, observers only achieved this percept when the
background pattern was binocularly continuous and
for speciﬁc spatial frequencies and orientations. Es-
sentially, coherence was perceived when the pattern
continued from one eye’s monocular zone to the next.
It is possible that observers did not integrate informa-
tion in our study because our stimuli did not contain
such continuous patterns.
Su and colleagues (2009) measured contrast sensi-
tivity for a range of different stimuli, including some,
like ours, where monocular regions were each sur-
rounded by a binocular boundary. They found no
reduction of sensitivity for such stimuli, suggesting that
information could be integrated, rather than sup-
pressed.
Previous literature does not explain the individual
differences we found, particularly that some observers
did seem to fully integrate across monocular regions,
and others not at all. Recent work on numerosity and
density perception (e.g., Dakin et al., 2011; Tibber,
Figure 5. (a) Comparison of fitted sigmoids for stimuli 1 (black, evenly dashed) and 3 (gray, unevenly dashed) for participant RP. PSEs
(50% point on the sigmoid) and thresholds (75% point on the sigmoid) of all participants are compared in (b) and (c), respectively.
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Greenwood, & Dakin, 2012) suggests that observers
show a range of strategies when asked how many
elements are present in a scene, some consistent with
responding to density and some to number. Our data
comparing a fully binocular view with a horizontally
occluded but binocular view go some way toward
exploring whether density or number are being used
here. If observers are responding to numerosity then
they will likely only respond to the visible dots in the
horizontally occluded stimuli (data for MS is consistent
with this hypothesis). If their percept is based on
density then we expect they will be responding as if the
number of dots remained constant behind the occluders
(data for other observers were more consistent with this
hypothesis). While one observer seems to be responding
solely to the visible number of dots, all others appear to
be responding more to density in the stimuli. No
observer shows an unbiased percept of horizontally
occluded stimuli. This suggests that that the density/
numerosity extrapolation behind the occluders does not
work seamlessly.
With this experiment we have shown that, while
monocular regions in binocular scenes appear to be
integrated into the overall percept of binocular scenes,
observers seem to do so with different levels of success.
The binocular regions in the scenes used here did not
enable observers to segment the stimulus into fore-
ground and background planes. Instead, most observ-
ers seemed to partially integrate information from the
spatially distant monocular regions. Of course, the total
monocular occlusion we used here would be very
uncommon in the real world, where some binocular
regions of background would be present in almost all
situations. This was investigated further in Experiment
2, in which we asked whether observers are able to
integrate monocularly and binocularly presented in-
formation not only to form a stable percept, but also to
make judgments about the content of the regions.
Experiment 2
The aim of Experiment 2 was to investigate whether
observers are able to integrate numerosities across
adjacent monocular and binocular regions. More
speciﬁcally, we asked two questions:
(a) Is the visual system able to integrate information
across both monocular and binocular regions to
obtain a stable representation of density or
number? If this stimulus leads to a rivalrous percept
if monocular and binocular regions are not
integrated, this could show up in a heightened
threshold for this condition (compared to the
thresholds found in Experiment 1).
(b) Are monocularly and binocularly presented regions
treated equally by the visual system, or does it rely
more on one type of region than the other?
Methods
As in Experiment 1, observers viewed a background
plane behind a set of occluders. The background plane
and the occluder plane were spaced so that both
monocular and binocular regions of the background
were visible. The background plane consisted of a gray
square of size 6.84 · 6.84 degrees (luminance 32.47 cd/
m2), which had black (luminance 0.01 cd/m2) and white
(luminance 66.54 cd/m2) dots (4.11 · 4.11 min arc)
distributed across it. Fifty percent of the dots were
black, 50% white. The dots were arranged in ‘‘stripes’’
of dots that would be visible monocularly or binocu-
larly. The remainder of the screen was ﬁlled by a binary
white noise texture (the luminance of each pixel, 1.37 ·
1.37 min arc, was allocated randomly). This was
overlaid with fencelike vertical occluder stripes (made
up of binary white noise, luminance: 34.80 cd/m2, size:
0.688 · 6.848). The occluders were spaced 0.688 (41 min
arc) apart. While the occluders were placed in the same
location in both eyes’ views, the background plane was
shifted outward by 0.238, which meant that, between
the occluders, there was a binocular region (width:
0.468) as well as a monocular region (width: 0.238)
visible to each eye. This placement of the two stimulus
planes meant the background plane appeared to lie at
6.18 cm behind the occluder plane. Figure 1c shows a
schematic of the scene and how the monocular and
binocular strips on the background were arranged. In
this arrangement, there are regions of the background
plane that are completely occluded from view from
both eyes, regions that are occluded from view in one
eye, and regions that are visible to both eyes.
As in Experiment 1, we developed stimuli in which a
bias in density/numerosity perception would occur if
observers were to use one stimulus region in preference
to another. To achieve this, we altered the relative
proportion of dots in the binocular and monocular
regions.
Five different stimulus conﬁgurations were set up:
 Baseline: The monocular and binocular regions had
the same density/numerosity of dots (i.e., one-half of
dots were presented in binocular regions, one-half in
monocular regions).
 Binocular High 1: Two-thirds of dots presented in
binocular regions, one-third in monocular regions.
 Binocular High 2: Three-fourths of dots presented in
binocular regions, one-fourth in monocular regions.
 Monocular High 1: One-third of dots presented in
binocular regions, two-thirds in monocular regions.
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 Monocular High 2: One-fourth of dots presented in
binocular regions, three-fourths in monocular re-
gions.
Using a 2IFC task, participants were asked to
indicate which one of two intervals contained the
stimulus with more dots. Two stimuli were presented in
each trial. The standard stimulus was always of type 1,
the test stimulus could be any of the 5 stimulus
conﬁgurations. This led to ﬁve experimental conditions:
 Baseline: Baseline—Baseline
 BinHigh1: Baseline—Binocular High 1
 BinHigh2: Baseline—Binocular High 2
 MonHigh1: Baseline—Monocular High 1
 MonHigh2: Baseline—Monocular High 2
If participants were to ignore the monocular regions
and rely solely on the input from the binocular regions,
we would arrive at two sets of extreme predictions.
Consider the scenario in which participants base their
density/numerosity judgment only on the binocularly
visible dots. Here, the perceived density/numerosity of
the Binocular High 1 stimulus would be overestimated
by 16.7% compared to the presented baseline density/
numerosity (66.7% of dots binocular compared to 50%
binocular); the Binocular High 2 stimulus would have
density/numerosity overestimated by 25%; the Mon-
ocular High 1 stimulus underestimated by 16.7%; and
the Monocular High 2 stimulus underestimated by
25%.
In a second possible scenario, participants might
ignore the monocular regions, sampling only from
binocular regions, and assuming that the density of
dots remains constant across the entire display. Under
such circumstances, the perceived density/numerosity
of the Binocular High 1 stimulus would be 33.3%
higher than the presented density/numerosity; in the
Binocular High 2 stimulus, the perceived density/
numerosity would be overestimated by 50%; in the
Monocular High 1 stimulus underestimated by 33.3%;
and in the Monocular High 2 stimulus underestimated
by 50%. Both sets of predictions are marked in Figures
7 and 8 so the biases can be compared to these
predictions.
Four observers, students aged 22–25, participated in
Experiment 2. Participants completed a total of 1,800
trials each (40 trials for each stimulus level for each
condition). Responses were given using one of two keys
on a standard computer keyboard. The data were
analyzed in the same fashion as in Experiment 1.
Figure 6. Comparison of vertically occluded conditions in
Experiments 1 and 2. The error bars depict the 95% confidence
intervals.
Figure 7. Fitted functions for participant BS for all conditions.
The vertical lines in (a) are the predicted biases if the
monocular regions were completely ignored and only the
binocular regions compared across intervals. The vertical lines in
(b) are the predicted biases if the monocular regions were
completely ignored and a constant dot density was assumed
across the entire background plane.
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Results
As for Experiment 1, we were interested in observer
thresholds and PSEs for the density/numerosity dis-
crimination task. There was a signiﬁcant difference
between participants’ PSEs across the different condi-
tions, F(4, 19)¼ 36.81, p , 0.01. There was no
signiﬁcant difference in sensitivity between the different
conditions, F(4, 19) ¼ 1.34, p ¼ 0.30. We will now
consider the results in relation to the questions outlined
above.
Are monocular and binocular regions integrated?
The main aim of Experiment 2 was to investigate
whether monocular regions were as important as
binocular regions for the representation of overall
density/numerosity. We started by comparing sensitiv-
ity to the different stimuli across the two experiments.
Participants reported a stable percept and were as
sensitive to differences between two stimuli as partic-
ipants were in Experiment 1. Figure 6 compares the
vertically occluded conditions in the two experiments.
BinVer from Experiment 1 delivered a mean threshold
of 0.28. This is comparable to the threshold of 0.30 for
the Baseline condition in the present experiment, where
50% of dots were in monocular regions, and 50% in
binocular regions. When comparing between the ﬁve
different conditions in Experiment 2, there was no
signiﬁcant difference (p ¼ 0.30) between sensitivities
(summarized in Figure 8b).
The effect of differing dot densities
Let us now consider how well participants perform
when the density is different between the monocular
and binocular regions. The aim of manipulating dot
densities was to investigate whether the visual system is
able to integrate information from both monocular and
binocular regions. The baseline stimulus had a constant
dot density across the stimulus plane. Participants
could, in theory, completely ignore either monocular or
binocular regions altogether in this baseline condition,
and still show no bias in their performance. If a
participant were to use this strategy for one of the
‘‘unbalanced’’ conditions, however, this would lead to a
highly biased percept. Depending on how we expect
binocular information to be used by the visual system
we arrive at two possible predictions for observer
responses. If monocular regions were completely
ignored and the density/numerosity comparison was
made based solely on the binocular regions (scenario 1).
Alternatively, participants might also ignore monocu-
lar regions but assume a constant dot density across the
entire display based on the density in binocular regions
(scenario 2). Figure 7 shows the psychometric functions
for participant BS. Figure 7a also shows the predicted
PSE for scenario 1 (in which vertical lines cross the
horizontal line at 0.5), and Figure 7b shows the
predicted PSE under scenario 2 (in which vertical lines
cross the horizontal line at 0.5).
First note that PSEs are different for the different
conditions, revealing a bias. This demonstrates that
monocular and binocular regions are not being treated
equally. Biases were not as large as one would expect if
a constant density of dots was assumed across the
entire background plane (scenario 2; Figure 7b). The
biases for this observer are more consistent with the
Figure 8. (a) The PSEs for the different conditions for all
participants. Mean PSEs are displayed by the solid lines;
predictions based on suppression of monocular regions are
displayed by evenly (only binocular regions) and unevenly
(constant density assumed) dashed lines. (b) The thresholds for
the different conditions for all participants. Mean thresholds are
displayed by the solid lines.
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scenario in which density/numerosity judgments are
based solely on the binocular regions (scenario 1).
The remaining participants performed similarly, all
showing considerably biased PSEs. Figure 8 shows the
PSEs (Figure 8a) and thresholds (Figure 8b) for the
different conditions for all participants. Black hori-
zontal lines show the mean PSE across the four
observers. The red horizontal lines in Figure 8a
represent predictions for observer responses based on
scenario 1 (evenly dashed, red line) or scenario 2
(unevenly dashed, blue line). Notice ﬁrst how, for all
conditions other than 1, PSEs are very different from
the zero value. A PSE of zero is what we would expect
if all the visual information presented is contributing to
the density/numerosity task. The observed biases are a
strong indicator that information presented in these
monocular regions is not integrated into the overall
percept when monocular regions are located immedi-
ately adjacent to binocularly visible regions of back-
ground plane. Observed PSEs for all participants were
closer to the scenario 1 (red continuous dashed lines),
suggesting that the visual systems of all participants
used the binocular regions, and ignored the monocular
regions of the background, when making the density/
numerosity judgment.
Discussion: Experiment 2
The aim of Experiment 2 was to investigate whether
and how well observers are able to integrate monocular
and binocular information to form a stable percept and
make judgments about its contents.
Our results demonstrate that, when we are required
to integrate monocular information with binocular
information, we rely solely on the binocularly presented
information. This is potentially surprising, given that
from Experiment 1 we know that the monocular
information can be used when there are no binocular
regions on the background plane. We also know that
monocular information is used when making judg-
ments about the two- and three-dimensional shape of
an object, whether this object is visible (e.g., Wilcox &
Lakra, 2007) or amodally completed (e.g., Bruno et al.,
1997). Thresholds did not differ substantially across
our ﬁve conditions (Figure 8), suggesting that the
monocular regions do not interfere with processing of
the binocular regions.
General discussion
In the two experiments presented here, observers had
to judge the number of dots behind a set of occluders.
While in the ﬁrst experiment this required the
integration of spatially distant monocular regions, in
the second experiment this required integrating mon-
ocular regions with binocular regions adjacent to them.
Observers appeared to integrate monocular regions in
Experiment 1. However once they had to integrate
across monocular and binocular regions (Experiment 2)
a seemingly very different picture emerges. Here, they
were unable to use monocular regions and instead
suppress that information, relying solely on binocular
information.
Our work compliments yet contrasts with that of the
published literature. Forte and colleagues (2002) used a
picket fence stimulus with the background containing
only monocular regions, as we did in Experiment 1.
Their participants were asked to rate the stability of the
overall stimulus; in contrast, our experiments required
participants to assess the content of the monocular
regions and then integrate it to arrive at a density/
numerosity judgment. Similar to Forte et al. (2002), we
found that observers could do this, without cost to
sensitivity, but with biases demonstrating individual
differences in how the information was being used.
Strikingly, when binocular information was addition-
ally available in Experiment 2, monocular information
seemed no longer useful at all. It appears as if
participants suppress the monocular regions when
binocular information about the same plane is present
(here both monocular and binocular regions are located
behind the occluders on the same background plane).
Our observers did not report a rivalrous percept in
our experiments, and thresholds were not signiﬁcantly
different from those for fully binocular stimuli in
Experiment 1 or Experiment 2. Arnold (2011) suggests
there are several reasons why monocular regions do not
cause binocular rivalry because there are differential
occlusion cues for the two eyes (e.g., a monocular
region will occur on the temporal side of the retinal
image in relation to the occluder). For example, if you
hold up a pencil between your eyes and either your
computer screen or this page and read some text, you
will be able to read the text while still being marginally
aware of the pencil in front of it. Arnold (2011) argues
this is achieved by active suppression of monocular
regions. The ﬁndings in the two experiments presented
here are in line with this suggestion. In Experiment 2, in
which participants had to integrate monocular and
binocular information to arrive at an unbiased percept,
our data suggested integration of information from the
two types of region did not occur. Participants
appeared to consistently suppress the information
provided in monocular regions.
In summary, we started with the suggestion (Chan-
gizi & Shimojo, 2008) that one reason for having
binocular vision is to exploit the regions of background
that only one eye can see, giving us the opportunity to
sample more of the world than one eye would deliver.
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Our ﬁrst experiment suggested that this is possible,
when the background region is completely monocular,
observers can perform a density/numerosity task using
information from those monocular regions. However,
our second experiment demonstrated that, for the more
general case where a background contains both
binocular and monocular regions, the visual system
behaves as if information from the monocular regions
is not used at all. Our data are consistent with those
regions being suppressed, and that only information
viewed by both eyes is used for our density/numerosity
judgment. We therefore provide evidence that must cast
doubt on the generality of the appealing hypothesis
that was ﬁrst put forward by Changizi and Shimojo
(2008).
Keywords: occlusion, monocular, binocular vision,
representation
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